July 2, 2015

To my Friends,

I’ve been a part of this community for years and many of you may know me. Like you, we suffered a catastrophic loss; when flames consumed our Stemilt Warehouse Buildings and significantly damaged the GoUSA Building, we needed to find a quality public adjuster—fast.

Through the haze of worries that faced us, we were fortunate to find Drew Lucarell, of Adjusters International, to act as both our highly skilled public adjuster and our staunch advocate. He quickly stepped in to manage the complex process of preparing our insurance claims, and through his expertise, negotiated a settlement that far exceeded anything we could have hoped for without his help.

Drew represented me, not my insurance company, and he fought tirelessly to get me the most profitable settlement possible. He made me feel as if we were his only client, and he not only ensured we could rebuild GoUSA even better than it had been before, but he also acted as our compassionate adviser in a time of great crisis.

I have no doubt our community will stay strong and rise from the ashes. I know the seemingly interminable road to recovery will decrease substantially with Drew’s expert, trustworthy assistance.

Sincerely,

Brett Hamilton